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PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS RANGE OF APPLICATION

Hunting, fishing, shelter for vehicles, tourist camps, summer 
cottages, design of playgrounds and sports clubs - this is 
just a short list of areas in which our products are needed.

The nets hide objects and territories from public view, 
protect from the sun, and are used for decorative purposes.

If earlier the production of camouflage nets was carried out 
exclusively for the needs of the army, ow the range of nets 
meets the widest demands and is available to everyone.

RANGE OF APPLICATIONABOUT COMPANY 

The textile company NITEKS was founded in 1999, and is 
the acknowledged leader in the production and supply 
of camouflage and protective-decorative coatings in the 
market of outdoor activity goods and the DIY market.

A camouflage net consists of a specially treated textile 
material with a layer of polyurethane applied. The basis for 
the reinforced nets is a reliable and durable nylon.

Benefits of using camouflage nets are:

• Lightness and strength;
• Noiseless;
• Сamouflage nets do not shine or catch sunflecks;
• They are easy to attach.
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Shelter for any 
objects

Hunting
Shaded Shelter

Decoration of 
premises
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Protection against 
decay

U.V. ProtectionWater resistance Resistance to the 
effects of fuel and 

lubrication materials 
and detergents

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

SIZE:

СЕРИЯ

5

Light-green
Dark-green

WhiteGrey-yellow
Grey-green
Grey-beige

SHADING:
not less than 60%

BASIC MATERIAL:
100% nylon net, 
100% nylon cord

COVER MMATERIAL:  
100% polyethylene special-purpose film

2х3
2х5

3х3
3х6

STANDARD / based on camouflage nets

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

STANDARD SERIES CAMOUFLAGE NETS are made using nylon mesh having cells of 50x50mm  with 
interlaced strips made of a special polymer (light green and dark green or white colors). Edging is 
made of a nylon cord having a diameter of 6 mm with fastening loops.

STANDARD

SERIES «STANDARD»
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Protection against 
decay

U.V. ProtectionWater resistance Resistance to the 
effects of fuel and 

lubrication materials 
and detergents

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

SIZE:

Light-green Light-beige Light-beige

SHADING:
not less than 65%

BASIC MATERIAL:
100% nylon net, 
100% nylon cord

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyethylene special-pur-
pose film

1,5х2 2х3

Light-green

WEAVING:  

conifergrass

FERN / based on camouflage nets

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

FERN

FERN SERIES CAMOUFLAGE NETS are made of nylon mesh having cells of 50x50 mm with in-
terlaced garlands made of perforated and twisted strips of mass-colored polyethylene film. Fern  
series nets have a unique weaving and color scheme imitating fern and conifer underbrush.

SERIES «FERN»
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Protection against 
decay

U.V. ProtectionWater resistance Resistance to the 
effects of fuel and 

lubrication materials 
and detergents

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

SIZE:

Light-green Light-beige

SHADING:
not less than 70%

BASIC MATERIAL:
100% nylon net, 
100% nylon cord

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyethylene spe-
cial-purpose film

White

2х3 3х6

ETALON / based on camouflage nets

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

ETALON SERIES CAMOUFLAGEE NETS are made of nylon mesh having cells of 50x50 mm with 
interlaced garlands made of perforated strips of mass-colored polyethylene film. They are perfect 
for camouflaging in forest and in open terrain, as well as in everyday usage in order to make sun 
shades and canopies.

ETALON

SERIES «ETALON»
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Protection against 
decay

U.V. ProtectionWater resistance Resistance to the 
effects of fuel and 

lubrication materials 
and detergents

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

SIZE:

SHADING:
85% not less than

BASIC MATERIAL:
100% nylon net, 
100% nylon cord

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyethylene special-pur-
pose film

White Light-beige

4х4

SUNSHADE / based on camouflage nets 

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

SERIES «SUNSHADE»

SUNSHADE

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS

STANDARD SERIES CAMOUFLAGE NETS are made using nylon mesh having cells of 50x50mm  with 
interlaced strips made of a special polymer light beige and  white colors). Edging is made of a nylon 
cord having a diameter of 6 mm with fastening loops.
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Protection against 
decay

U.V. ProtectionWater resistance Resistance to the 
effects of fuel and 

lubrication materials 
and detergents

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

SIZE:

SHADING:
not less than 65%

BASIC MATERIAL:
no

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyester tissue,    
100% polyurethane cover

2х3
2х5

SHADING:
not less than 65%

BASIC MATERIAL: 
100% nylon net,  
100% nylon cord

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyester tissue,         
100% polyurethane cover

LIGHT LIGHT PROFI / based on camouflage nets

White - Light grey

Green - Light green

Beige - Light beige

Green - Light brown Green - Light beige

2х50

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

THE LIGHT and LIGHT-PROFI SERIES CAMOUFLAGE NETS are made of thin volume mesh of 
different colors. These nets are popular, in particular, for designing of paintball clubs and shooting 
rooms, as well as of bars and coffee shops decorated in the military style. The camouflage nets 
are popular among cottagers as covers for fences. 

LIGHT 

SERIES «LIGHT»
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Protection against 
decay

U.V. ProtectionWater resistance Resistance to the 
effects of fuel and 

lubrication materials 
and detergents

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

SIZE:

SHADING:
not less than 65%

BASIC MATERIAL: 
no

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyester tissue,        
100% polyurethane cover

SHADING:
not less than 65%

BASIC MATERIAL: 
100% nylon net,                       
100% nylon cord

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyester tissue,   
100% polyurethane cover

LANDSCAPE LANDSCAPE-PROFI / based on camouflage nets

2,2х1,5     
2,2х3 
2,2х5       

Germany Forest

Wormwood Foliage 

ReedsDuck

DesertItaly

2,2х6     
2,2х50   

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

SERIES «LANDSCAPE»

THE LANDSCAPE and LANDSCAPE-PROFI SERIES OF CAMOUFLAGE NETS are ultra-light series 
for hunting enthusiasts. Various colors and three-dimensional drawing make it possible to hide in 
any conditions. Due to the light material and a wide range of colors, these camouflage nets repre-
sent a highly popular method of camouflage among hunters. 

LANDSCAPE
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Protection against 
decay

U.V. ProtectionWater resistance Resistance to the 
effects of fuel and 

lubrication materials 
and detergents

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

SIZE:

SHADING:
not less than 65%

BASIC MATERIAL: 
no

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyester tissue,    
100% polyurethane cover

CAMOUFLAGE CAMOUFLAGE -PROFI/ based on camouflage nets

SHADING:
not less than 65%

BASIC MATERIAL: 
100% nylon net,                
100% nylon cord

COVER MATERIAL:  
100% polyester tissue,    
100% polyurethane cover

CUTTING OF NETS

1,5х3
2х3

2х5
2х6

MossForest Russia Digital

NatoMultikam

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

SERIES «CAMOUFLAGE»

PROTECTIVE-DECORATIVE COATINGS OF THE CAMUFLAGE and CAMUFLAGE-PROFI SERIES are 
voluminous nets of combined colors. These products are perfect for camouflaging in any conditions. 
If it is necessary to cover large objects, the products are connected to each other using mounting 
clamps or a nylon cord. 

CAMOUFLAGE
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Камуфляжная мешковина легка, прочна и долговечна. Изготавливается из натуральных 
волокон. Созданные укрытия из такой ткани не бликуют на солнце, не шумят на ветру и не 
выцветают, обеспечивают реалистичную маскировку в окружающей среде. Применять данную 
ткань можно при температуре от -40 до +40°С. Степень затемнения на просвет – до 90 %. В 
сложенном виде мешковина занимает мало места и легко помещается в рюкзак.

NEW

1,4х3 м

Forest Swamp Field

SIZES:  

SHADING:
90% not less than

 MATERIAL:
100% burlap

BURLAP

Application at           
temperatures from         
- 40 ° С to + 40 ° С

Lightweight, not 
rustling and strong

Rot and mold proof Non-glare

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS

www.nitex-camo.comSERIES

BURLAP NETTING
NEW

The camouflage coarse canvas BURLAP is light, strong and durable. It is made of natural fibers. 
Shelters made of such a fabric do not catch sunflecks or make noise in the wind and do not discolor 
and provide realistic camouflage in the environment. This fabric can be used at temperatures from 
-40 to + 40 ° C. Darkening of the fabric against light is up to 90%. The folded coarse canvas takes up 
minimum space and is easily tossed into backpack. 

CAMOUFLAGE COARSE CANVAS BURLAP NETTING 
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CAMOUFLAGE BANNER NET 
It is a vinyl net (PVC) with porous structure that has web-like inner base made of polyether threads. Cam-
ouflage banner net withstands temperature conditions from -30 to +70°C. This material can be conve-
niently used for external camouflaging of a tree stand, hide or tower. Eyelets with pitch of 30 cm are locat-
ed over the entire perimeter of the banner net. This material has a web-like structure, does not produce 
flecks under sun and is silent under the effects of wind.

NEW

CAMOUFLAGE BANNER NET 

Nato Russia Moss Beige

SHADING:
90% not less than

 MATERIAL:
100% polyester fiber

SIZE:
1,5Х2    2х3

DENSITY  350g/м

EYELET with a step 30 sm. 

RANGE OF APPLICATIONPROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS
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TK Nitex Sp. Z O.O, 

Registered office:
00-641 Polska, Warszawa, Ul. Mokotowska 4/6
NIP 7010374013 
REGON 146600534 
KRS 0000451382

Warehouse address:
Segro Business Park Warsaw
05-850 Duchnice, ul Ożarowska 40/42, 
Hala C, Brama C7

+48 223 970 017

nitex.sales@gmail.com

EUROPEAN OFFICE

PROTECTIVE AND DECORATING COVERS CAMOUFLAGE NETS


